IOWA BRITTANY
SHOOTING DOG CHAMPIONSHIP
“Ed Powell Memorial Classic”

Starts Monday, April 4, 8:00 A.M. • Bird Dog Ranch, Thayer, IA
Entry Fee: $175.00 • Open to Brittanys Only • One-Hour Heats • Run on continuous course

Judges: Charles Chadwell and Sam Thompson
Rosettes and Trophy to Champion and Runner-Up • $50 of each will go into a pot to be split 40-30-20-10 by the top 4 placing dogs

— Preceding the Championship, April 1-3 —

IOWA BRITTANY CLUB

(Fri., 7:30 A.M.) OPEN ALL-AGE—Open to Brittanys only ..............................................................$60.00
OPEN PUPPY—To follow Open All-Age; Open to Brittanys only ..............................................................$55.00
OPEN DERBY—To follow Open Puppy; Open to Brittanys only ..............................................................$60.00
(Sat., 7:30 A.M.) AMATEUR SHOOTING DOG—Open to Brittanys only ..............................................................$60.00
OPEN SHOOTING DOG—To follow Amateur Shooting Dog; Open to Brittanys only ..............................................................$60.00
(Sun., 7:30 A.M.) AMATEUR ALL-AGE—Open to Brittanys only ..............................................................$60.00

Judges: OAA—Kellie Aitken and Rodger Fiorito; OP—Richard Beaver and Denise Anderson; OD—Bruce Bryant and Robbie Myers;
ASD—Jeff Hoskins and Richard Beaver; OSD—Jeff Hoskins and Robbie Myers; AAA—Bruce Bryant and Vince Anderson.

Entries Close (for all stakes): Monday, March 28, 5:00 P.M. (CDT). No crossovers allowed.
Drawing (for all stakes): Monday, March 28, 7:00 P.M. (CDT), at 718 NE 9th St., Ankeny, IA 50021.

Mail advance entries with checks to:
MATT CHUMBLEY, Field Trial Secretary, 718 NE 9th St., Ankeny, IA 50021
Phone: (563) 271-1870 • Email: mattchumbley2@gmail.com
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